transform of the real part, i.e., Frequency domain causality is deterinined bv means of the Ilbert trainsform relating the imaginary part to the real part (3) of the transfer furnction. Projecting on the eigenfunctions of the Hilbert transform leads to a simple and easily under-in [5] it is shown that he ba:i: functions stood catusality deterniination algorilhmn for meastured (sam-( 
can then easily be transformned into a delay estimation algorithm, by introducing a linearly varying phase factor. Sev-whichi fortn a complete orthogonal basis for L2 (IR) witlh in pareral exainples, both analytical and numerical, demonstrate the ticular strength and accturacy of the proposed algorithm.
9, 1 INTRODIJCTION
'ime delay identilication and extraction is an imnportanit sig-are such that nal processing problem with applications in many areas, such as radar, soinar [1] , wireless commnuinications [2] and transinis-XTL{,}(w) i sgn() ¢,,(w) (6) sion line modelling [3] . The link with causality and the lEilbert tranisforin [4, 5] is straightforward, since time delays caln pull wvith gn(0) I This means that the basis functions {y,, (W)) a non-causal signial into the causal region or conversely pull are the eigenftunictions of the Hilbert transform withl eigeuvalues a causal signal into the non-causal region. Several algorithms ui It is easy to shlow that the same is also true for the scaled have been introduced to extract delays in the frequency domain, basis {. (W/L)} with L > 0, with of course the normalization based on the Hilbert transform [6, 7] o3r thle cepstrumIl [8] , while constant L7r instead of -r in the r.h.s. of equation (5) . Note that, delayed rational functions [9] were used to extract delays in the with the convenient change of variables timne domnain. In this contribution, we determine causality in , the frequency domain by using a classic argument [41 whichi = 1 w/L =L tan (7) says that the imaginary part of the transfer function must be -the Hilbert transform of the real part of the tranisfer funiiction. the basis funictions can be wvritten in Fourier-series fashion as Projecting onto the well-known rationial eigenfunctionis of the Hilbert transformi [5] , which happeni to be closely related to the 
2 THE TILBERT TRANSFORM
In w-hat follows we consider real L2 (Rll) time domain funic-it is seen that the coefficients tions f (1) and their Fourier transform (transfer function) 3C(w) = / e bGiWf (t) dt (1) a, = L / F(u)q),,(w) (lw 
2 F( (a a, a n i)o?j(w/L) (11)
It is well known [4] 
'asF(w) = ->, a n (w/L) thlerefore solve the following generally over-determined sys-C(C'T). As a last problem there is the choice for the parametems (hl > N) in a least squares sense:
ter Z,. In our simulations xve alxvays take the maximumii angle The causality measure is plotted in Fig. 4 . It is seen that the causality measure has a unique minimiium at T 1.13666, which is therefore our final estimated offset T-.
Here we model a miore complex anialytic examiple (32) is at first sight of no immediate help, sinice we are working with sampled data in the frequenicy domain. Hence additional study in that direction should be pursued. To conclude and pave the wvay for further research it woould also be exciting if, instead of the scaled Lagurerre basis, one would be able to tuse thle mIuchI more general and powerful Kautz basis [11] , in order to obtain still miore performinig causality and delay estimation algorithms.
